Perspectives of Ireland

**A photographic exhibition by Dominique Beyens**

*Timeless images created and printed using alternative processes*

**Tallaght Hospital, 5th Oct 2015 - 4th Feb 2016**

This stunning collection of Fine Art Carbon Prints will transport the viewer on a journey through Ireland as seen through the lens of a remarkable photographic artist. Whether highlighting architectural grandour of the capital city, drawing attention to a towards a coastal or rural panorama or focusing on his beloved street photography - *Beyens* diverse style effortlessly captures the beauty and presence within. A precise sense of timing and engagement becomes clearly apparent in his humorous portraits of animals; alongside the satirical naming of his artworks throughout the series.

A full-time artist originally from Belgium, *Beyens* has been living and working in Ireland for over 25 years. Combining his practice as a painter and interest with old printing techniques to produce these unique Fine Art Prints. The use of medium and large format photography combined with alternative printing processes on proven age-old natural art materials, gives his work a dimension that is best experienced in situ.

It comes as no surprise that *Beyens* is an award winning photographer; winning the prestigious RDS ‘Freyer’ Art Award in 2012. His work has been widely shown throughout Ireland and Europe, with private commissions held both Nationally and Internationally. He has also kindly donated artworks to Tallaght Hospital, currently featured in the X-ray Department.

We hope you will thoroughly enjoy this exhibition and would be delighted to hear your comments by emailing alison.baker@amnch.ie

For further information on the artist, commission requests or to make a purchase please contact the artist directly at: eclecticlens@gmail.com  www.eclecticlens.com  087 6369349